WASTe

WASTe (Waste Accumulation Storage Tracking electronically) is a web-based system that facilitates regulatory compliant labeling, tracking, collection and disposal of hazardous wastes. This application provides an interface between Principal Investigators/Responsible Persons, lab staff and other generators of regulated wastes and the waste management staff.

LOG IN THE WASTe [1]

Some key benefits of WASTe are:

- Quick and easy to use – create a tag in less than one minute
- Provides all required components of labeling hazardous waste
- Prints tags that can be affixed to waste containers (A plastic envelope is not required. Taping the label to the waste container is sufficient, provided that the barcodes and waste information are not obstructed.)
- Allows users to easily request waste pick up
- Automatically notifies EH&S staff to pick up waste when the 9 month limit is reached
- Secure access with your Central Authentication (CAS) credentials
- Delegates can manage lab personnel and storage location
- Creates tags for chemical, radioactive, mixed and universal waste (for example, batteries and light bulbs)
- Lists tag creator and Principal Investigator/Responsible Person

The new WASTe application is now the sole mechanism to create hazardous waste labels and request waste pick up.

Contact

Hazardous Waste Management
hazwaste@ucdavis.edu 530-754-5058
FAX: 530-752-4527

More information
Related content

1. Hazardous Waste Storage and Labeling
2. Frequently Asked Questions (FAQS) - Hazardous Waste

External links

1. WASTE [3]
2. WASTE: Adding People and Locations Video [4]
3. WASTE: Create a Tag Video [5]
4. WASTE: Create a Profile or Template Video [6]
5. WASTE: Ready for Pick Up Video [7]
6. WASTE: View Tags Video [8]
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